
Oswald’s Last Hours (Folder # 2) 

1. 14 items Oswald Interrogations 

2. Key doc****Walter Jenkins to LBJ 11/24/1964(3)/? QUESTION This/ RG 64 

NARA Correspondence w/ Burke Marshall to Correspondence Regarding 

declassification of Jenkins Memo, Box 10. Document declassified 11/9/95 

Alleged Hoover statement: He notes that FBI was warned of a lynching of 

Oswald and FBI notified DP Dept. . . .nothing was done to ward against the 

attack .. . (MY POINT IS THAT Oswald was never meant to be allowed to 

stand trial . Hoover is writing this at 4:00 P.M. on 11/24 and he notes in 

passing that Oswald was shot and died about 45 minutes ago. He did not 

live long enough to make a confession. (How fucking inconvenient). Wake 

up. That was the plan by the plotters> P. 2 Hoover says that DP didn’t have 

a case against Oswald until FBI gave them the evidence that the Bureau had 

collected (What could that have been. One wonders). P. 2 at bottom: 

Hoover concerned that LBJ Hoover wanted it all down and dirty. The 

President wants to appoint a commission to “make a determination.” 

Hoover alternative: A Justice Dept. Report made to President based on the 

FBI Report. All controlled and tied up right. Next to last graph: Hoover 

squarms about Oswald’s civil rights being violated ----“which they were,” he 

concedes. 

3. Dallas Morning News, 12/16/’63 President of the Dallas Bar, H. Louis 

Nichols critical of the way Oswald was convicted in the press and by the 

Dallas authorities before he ever had a trial... He was lynched. . . Read 

through. .. 

4. Note here Bill Kelly. . . citing McCone CIA Director that there were two 

shooters. . See Brothers for confirmation of same. .. ****Key doc 

5. Chronology sheet for “Putting Oswald in the Frame” . . .w/ D. Horne’s piece 

on AF-1 traffic. ... 

6. Master List of Oswald as Sole Suspect 

7. Indication that Oswald was in Mexico City. . .but not unchallenable. 

8. lan Griggs on Oswald and the line ups. . .especially good w/ Helen Markham
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9. Dallas PD report that there were no latent prints on the alleged “Oswald 

pistol” allegedly wrested from him in the Texas Theatre. *** Key doc. 

10. Examples of Oswald’s innocence. Face Sheet: Examples of LHO Innocence. 

11. Kelly “JFK Countercoup,” points to consider. . Worth review. . . 

12. Work sheet for Intro into Breach


